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Сведения, оказывающие, по мнению эмитента, существенное 

влияние на стоимость его эмиссионных ценных бумаг 

 

 
1. Общие сведения 

1.1. Полное фирменное наименование 

эмитента (для некоммерческой организации – 

наименование) 

Публичная компания с ограниченной 

ответственностью Яндекс Н.В. (Public 

Limited Liability Company Yandex N.V.) 

1.2. Сокращенное фирменное наименование 

эмитента 
Яндекс Н.В. (Yandex N.V.) 

1.3. Место нахождения эмитента Бульвар Схипхол 165, 1118БГ Схипхол, 

Нидерланды (Schiphol Boulevard 165, 1118 BG 

Schiphol, the Netherlands) 

1.4. Регистрационный номер эмитента 27265167 

1.5. Номер налогоплательщика эмитента NL. 8134.22.474 

1.6. Уникальный код эмитента, присвоенный 

регистрирующим органом 

Не применимо 

1.7. Адрес страницы в сети Интернет, 

используемой эмитентом для раскрытия 

информации 

http://company.yandex.ru/ 

 

http://www.e-

disclosure.ru/portal/company.aspx?id=34514 
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MLU B.V., the ride-sharing and food delivery joint venture between Yandex N.V. and Uber, has acquired the intellectual 

property assets and call centers of the Vezet group of companies in Russia, pursuant to a purchase agreement dated 

February 2, 2021. The parties have also terminated a prior acquisition agreement in respect of the assets of Vezet entered 

into in July 2019, which contemplated a different transaction perimeter and consideration structure. 

The sellers are entitled to receive up to $178 million in cash, a significant portion of which will be subject to certain 

integration milestones. The sellers will not receive any equity interest in MLU. 

The parties expect to complete the integration of the acquired assets with the MLU platform in the second quarter of 2021. 

The acquisition agreement contains representations, warranties and indemnities customary for a transaction of this nature. 

Charles Ryan, a member of the Board of Directors of Yandex N.V., is a principal of one of the major shareholders of the 

Vezet group of companies. Mr. Ryan recused himself for all deliberations and voting by the Board of Directors of Yandex 

N.V. in connection with the transaction. 

Furnished as Exhibit 99.1 to this Report on Form 6-K is a press release of Yandex N.V. dated February 2, 2021, 

announcing the transaction described above. 
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Exhibit 99.1 

Yandex.Taxi Announces Acquisition of Selected Assets of Vezet Group 
 

Transaction includes the call centers and cargo business of Vezet Group 

 

Moscow and Amsterdam, the Netherlands, February 2, 2021 – Yandex (NASDAQ and MOEX: YNDX), one of Europe's 

largest internet companies and the leading search provider in Russia, today announced that MLU B.V. (“MLU”), Yandex’s 

ride-sharing and food delivery joint venture, has completed the acquisition of the call centers and cargo business of Vezet 

Group. 

Current shareholders of Vezet Group will receive up to $178 million in cash, a significant part of which will be contingent 

on certain integration milestones. The agreement represents a narrower scope and revised financial terms compared to the 

previously announced July 2019 transaction, which the parties have agreed to terminate. 

The transaction will allow MLU to ramp up the development of logistics services and enhance customer care across Russian 

regions. 



 

 

Vezet Group customers will continue to be able to order services by phone, as well as through the Yandex Go app, with its 

collection of ride-hailing, food and grocery delivery and logistics services, available in their region. 

Drivers will be given the opportunity to migrate to Yandex Pro, Yandex’s platform for ride-hailing and logistics partners, 

couriers and other professionals, and will be eligible to participate in support and educational programs offered by Yandex. 

The parties anticipate that integration with the MLU platform will complete in the second quarter of 2021. 

About Vezet 

Vezet Group was established in May 2017, following the merger of two local companies, Saturn and RuTaxi. Today, the 

company provides services, including ride-hailing, cargo and food delivery, in over 100 Russian cities, and enables users to 

make orders either by phone or using a mobile app. Call processing takes an average of 20 seconds, which is one of the best 

results across the industry. 

Forward-looking statements 
This press release contains forward-looking statements that involve risks and uncertainties. These include statements 

regarding the successful integration of the Vezet assets and the impact of such transaction on MLU’s and Yandex’s financial 

results. Actual results may differ materially from the results predicted or implied by such statements. The potential risks and 

uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ from the results predicted or implied by such statements include, among 

others, the ability to complete the integration of the Vezet call centers and other assets into the MLU platform, the risks 

inherent in business combinations, and the impact of macroeconomic and geopolitical developments affecting the Russian 

and regional economy, as well as those risks and uncertainties included under the captions "Risk Factors" and "Operating 

and Financial Review and Prospects" in the Annual Report on Form 20-F of Yandex N.V. for the year ended December 31, 

2019, which is on file with the Securities and Exchange Commission and is available on our investor relations website 

at http://ir.yandex.com/sec.cfm and on the SEC website at www.sec.gov. All information in this release is as of February 2, 

2021, and Yandex undertakes no duty to update this information unless required by law. 

For further information, please visit http://company.yandex.com or contact: 

MLU B.V., Investor Relations 

Katya Zhukova 

Phone: +7 495 974-35-38 

E-mail: askIR@yandex-team.ru; ez@yandex-team.ru 

Yandex N.V., Press Office 

Sana Paritova 

Phone: +7 495 739-70-00 

E-mail: pr@yandex-team.com 

About Yandex N.V. 

Yandex (NASDAQ and MOEX: YNDX) is a technology company that builds intelligent products and services powered by 

machine learning. Our goal is to help consumers and businesses better navigate the online and offline world. Since 1997, we 

have delivered world-class, locally relevant search and information services. Additionally, we have developed leading on-

demand transportation services, navigation products, and other mobile applications for millions of consumers across the 

globe. Yandex, which has more than 30 offices worldwide, has been listed on the NASDAQ since 2011. 

About MLU B.V. 

MLU was created in February 2018 when Yandex (NASDAQ and MOEX: YNDX) and Uber (NYSE: UBER) combined 

their ride-hailing and food delivery businesses across Russia and six neighboring countries. As of today, it operates 

Yandex.Taxi, Uber, Yango and Yandex.Go brands in 17 countries and offers ride-sharing, car-sharing and logistics 

services, public transport schedules, as well as food and grocery delivery services through Yandex.Eats and Yandex.Lavka 

brands. 

 

 

 

https://irpages2.eqs.com/websites/yandex/English/3021/us-sec-filing.html?shortDesc=Report%20of%20Foreign%20Issuer%20Pursuant%20to%20Rule%2013a-16%20or%2015d-16&format=html&secFilingId=540b6f42-9476-41a3-bf2e-9c8ca4d84bc1#YNDX-20210202EX991E623C0_HTM_


 

 

3. Подпись 

3.1. Наименование должности 

уполномоченного лица эмитента: 

Исполнительный директор (подпись)  

И.О. Фамилия:  

А.Ю. Волож  

3.2. Дата “ 02 ” февраля 20 21 г.   

 

 


